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MEMORANDUM FOR:

SUBJECT: Change in Scope of Contract

1. The research detailed in the accompanying letter-proposal is part of the Materials Analysis Project. The work is essentially a change in scope of our present level of effort with this company to allow the investigation, i.e., screening of recently acquired agents which hold promise of new and unusual behavioral effects.

2. The contractor for this research, has during the past six months [Contract No.] screened approximately 137 compounds which more than satisfies their agreed upon performance. However, within the past two weeks approximately 31 new compounds (recently synthesized) were received. These compounds are new analogs of series, some and other agents which hold promise as behavior affecting agents. In order to evaluate these compounds, our present effort with the must be enlarged in scope and extended in time.

3. Accordingly [extension is requesting an additional 90 days effort at a cost of which will extend the termination date of Contract No. to November 16, 1972.]

4. Dr extension will be the project officer with responsibility for monitoring execution of this task. The work will be UNCLASSIFIED, but Agency association with the will remain CONFIDENTIAL.